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Background:  diachronic analyses of the RAH 

•  The Rich Agreement Hypothesis (RAH) (according to 
Koeneman & Zeijlstra 2014): 
A language exhibits V-to-I movement if and only if the regular paradigm 
manifests featural distinctions that are at least as rich as those featural 
distinctions manifested in the smallest pronoun inventories universally 
possible. 

•  Earlier formulations: 
–  Strong RAH: Rohrbacher (1994 1999) 

•  Two-way entailment: if a language has “rich morphology”, then it has V-to-I 
movement; if a language has “poor morphology”, then it lacks V-to-I 
movement 

–  Weak RAH:  Bobaljik and Thráinsson (1998) and Bobaljik (2000) 
•  One-way entailment:  if a language has “rich morphology”, then it has V-to-I 

movement; no entailment regarding “poor morphology” and a lack of V-to-I 
movement 
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Implications of the RAH for diachronic analyses 

•  Diachronic analyses of the RAH: 
–  Roberts (1993) and Lightfoot (1993) for earlier English 
–  Platzack (1988), Falk (1993), Sundquist (2002), Håkansson (2013) for 

earlier Swedish 
–  Vikner (1997), Sundquist (2002, 2003) for earlier Danish 

 
•  RAH predicts a correlation between  

morphological change (deflection of verbal agreement) 
and syntactic change (word order) 
–  Strong version of the RAH predicts that deflection necessarily triggers 

the loss of V-to-I movement 
–  Weak version predicts that deflection does not necessarily trigger the 

loss of V-to-I; but it does decrease the amount of evidence for it in the 
input (Bobaljik & Thráinsson 1998) 
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Gaps between morphological and syntactic changes 

•  Lightfoot (1993) on English:  
Agreement is lost by around 1400, but V-to-I is not lost until the latter half 
of 16th century 

•  Falk (1993) on Swedish:   
Agreement is lost in the 1400s, but V-to-I is not lost for over 100 years 
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Gaps between morphological and syntactic changes 

•  Vikner (1997) and Sundquist (2003) on Danish:  
 
Rich Agreement in productive paradigms is lost by 1350… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
… but V-to-I movement is still possible much later. Vikner (1999) claims the 
gap is 100 years, Sundquist (2003) argues it is at least 200 years 
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SG PL 
1st *døm-i *døm-um 
2nd *døm-ir *døm-ið 
3rd *døm-ir *døm-a 

SG PL 
1st døm-ær døm-æ 
2nd døm-ær døm-æ 
3rd døm-ær døm-æ 

Old Danish (ca 1050)  
Present tense of *døm-a “to judge” 

Middle Danish (ca 1350)  
Present tense of døm-a “to judge” 

Note: Old Danish forms prefaced by “*” are reconstructed 



Time gaps and the RAH 

“Such time gaps are not at all problematic, however, since 
the input in those stages is still paradoxical, containing both 
input for a poor agreement paradigm and evidence for V-to-
Arg movement.”  Koeneman & Zeijlstra (2014) 
 
But this begs the question, which is exactly how a speaker 
can exist who produces this paradoxical output (input for 
another generation), since such a speaker must have a 
system that is (by hypothesis) unlearnable. 
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Purpose of this talk 

We address two questions: 
 
•  How much of a gap exists between the loss of rich 

agreement morphology and the loss of V-to-I in the 
history of Danish ? 

 
•  To what extent is the gap problematic for the RAH (weak 

or strong versions)? 
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What’s new? 

•  Expansion of Sundquist (2002, 2003) 
•  New data from 14th and 15th century Danish texts 
•  New data from 18th century Danish texts 
•  Wider variety of text types for more balanced and 

representative corpus 
•  Deeper analysis of morphological paradigms 
•  Overview of 17th century Danish descriptions of written 

language 
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Structure of talk 

1.  Text selection and methodology 
2.  Results 
3.  Discussion 
4.  Morphological changes 
5.  Summary/final discussion 
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Text Selection 
Sundquist (2002, 2003) Corpus 
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Expanded Corpus 

•  See handout for a description of the complete corpus for 
current analysis with 44 additional texts  + Sundquist 
(2002) 

•  Additional texts from the 14th and 15th centuries: 
–  Law texts (date of composition is questionable) 
–  Some translations (from German, Swedish, Latin) 

•  More balanced and representative corpus of texts from 
1500-1700: 
–  Texts from different genres, including scientific texts, religious texts 
–  Provenance and date of composition are more easily determined 
–  Wide variety of texts (many shorter texts) 

 

•  Expansion of corpus to include texts from 1700-1750 
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Electronic Corpora 

•  Tekster fra Danmarks middelalder 1100-1515 – På dansk og 
latin 
http://middelaldertekster.dk 
 

•  Renæssancens sprog i Danmark  
http://renæssancesprog.dk/tekstbase  
 

•  CLARIN-DK 
https://clarin.dk  
 

•  Arkiv for Dansk Litteratur 
http://adl.dk/ 
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Methodology 

V-Neg order with sentential negation in embedded clauses 
 
(1)  att  wii  kunde  icke  komme  diid  till  dennom   

 that we  could  not        come  thither  to  them 
 ‘that we could not come thither to them’   
            Trolle (1558) 

(2)  ath  haarit    skal  icke voxe 
 that hair-the shall not   grow 
 ‘that hair shall not grow’      Pedersen 1 (1516) 

 
(3)  Naar man kan icke soffue fore sorg  

 if       one  can not   sleep  for worry 
 ‘if one cannot sleep on account of worry’ 
            Pedersen 1 (1516) 
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Methodology 

Finite Verb in a lower position in embedded clauses with 
sentential negation (no V-to-I movement) 
 
(4)  at    mand icke kand læse det  

 that one    not   can   read it       
 ‘that one cannot read it’       Kunster (1578) 

 
(5)  at    de    icke skulde dø  

 that they not   should die        
 ‘that they should not die’        Lauridsen (1594) 

 
(6)  om Sathan icke kand faae mact    med      Mennisken  

 if    Satan   not   can   get   power  among  humans 
 ‘if Satan cannot gain power among people’ 
            Erlandsen (1666) 
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The role of embedded V2 

(7)  att  wii  kunde  icke   komme  diid till  dennom  
 that we  could  not       come  thither  to  them 
 ‘that we could not come thither to them’   
            Trolle (1558) 

(8)  Naar man kan icke soffue fore sorg  
 if       one  can not   sleep  for   worry 
 ‘if one cannot sleep on account of worry’ 
            Pedersen 1 (1516) 

(9)  om i      vil     icke bruge dennem  
 if    you want not   use    them 
 ‘if you don’t want to use them’     Pall 2 (1543) 

 
(10) som   the  hellige Apostle haffue icke buddet  

  which the holy    apostle  has     not   asked for 
 ‘which the holy apostle has not asked for’  Tausen (1539) 
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Excluded examples 
 
(11)  Verb-Final Clauses 
 

 At    han vor naadige Herres Dom          ej   undgælde   vilde      
 that he  our gracious Lord’s  judgment   not suffer  wanted 
 ‘that he didn’t want to suffer the judgment of our gracious Lord’ 
           RD (1505) 

 
(12)  Relative Clauses with Stylistic Fronting of Negation 
 

 som icke kwnne gaa  
 who not   could go 
 ‘who could not go’       Helge 1 (1528) 
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Excluded examples (cont.) 

(13)  Embedded Clauses with Constituent Negation (not Sentential) 
 

 at    hand skal icke hastelige offuerfalde oss  
 that he     shall not  hastily     attack        us 
 ‘that he shall not hastily attack us’    Horsens (1610) 

 
(14)  at   vi   ikke på noget tidspunkt …på nogen måde vil kunne få det.  

 that we not   at  any time           … in any way will be able to get that 
 ‘that we will not be able to do that at any time or in any way’ 
            DD (1409) 
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General results from new texts 

14th Century Texts 
 
Texts:  Flensborg, Valdemar, Harp  
 
(15)  at    han ma    ey sælæ burt   sin akær  

  that he   must not sell    away his acres   
  ‘that he must not sell his acres ‘    Valdemar (ca. 1300) 

 
(16)  at    the   muæ æi røræ therræ lymmæ 

  that they must not stir    their    glue 
  ‘that they must not stir their glue’ 
            Harp (ca. 1350) 

 
•  Texts from 14th century exhibit V-Neg order only (no examples of 

Neg-V order) 
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General results from new texts (cont.) 
15th Century Texts 
 
Texts:  Ryd, DD, Trøst, Lægebog, Lucidarius 

(17)  at   the  skwle  ey fange   skade
  that they should not receive damage 
  ‘that they should not receive damage (from that)’ 
           Lægebog (ca. 1450) 

 
First instances of Neg-V order (early 1400s): 
 
(18)  At    the   ey vildo      thætta forsta 

  that they not wanted that     understand 
  ‘that they didn’t want to understand that’
           Trøst (1425) 

 
(19)  som   hand ey vill       fortørne vor kongelig magtt 

  which he     not wants offend   our kingly     power 
  ‘as he does not want to offend our royal power’ 
           DD (1406) 
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General results (cont.) 

General Results from the 15th Century texts: 
 
•  First instances of Neg-V order in embedded clauses (early 1400s) 

•  V-Neg order is more frequent than Neg-V order  
(64% vs. 36%, N=47) 
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General results (cont.) 
Period 1 (1500-1550) 

New texts:  Pedersen 1, Pedersen 2, Helge 1, Helge 2, Kirke Ord, 
Tausen, Pall 1 

•  Frequency of V-Neg order: 54% (96/178) 
 
(20)  att   hun kand iche høre,  

  that she can   not   hear 
  ‘that she cannot hear’       Pall (1543) 

 
(21)  som   soelen   icke kand skinne ind 

  which sun-the not   can   shine into 
  ‘which the sun cannot shine into’    Pall (1543)  
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General results (cont.) 

Period 2 (1550-1600) 
New texts: Vedel, Hemm 2, Kunster, Sthen 1, Sthen 2, Flemløse, 
Lauridsen 
 

•  Frequency of V-Neg order: 29% (38/130) 
 
(22)  at    Prester maa icke giffte sig  

  that priests  can  not   marry themselves 
  ‘that priests cannot marry’      Hemm 2 (1572) 

 
(23)  at    Dieffuelen icke kand skade oss    Sthen 2 (1595) 

  that devil-the   not   can   harm   us 
  ‘that the devil cannot harm us’      
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General results (cont.) 

Period 3 (1600-1650) 
New texts: Sandrue, Jensen, Horsens, Salomone, Helvad, 
Sokkelund, Aalborg, Nansen, Domitzen,Ciegler 
 

•  Frequency of V-Neg order:  20% (15/74) 
 
(24)  som wi faa icke at see         

  which we get not to see 
  ‘which we don’t get to see’      Jensen (1608) 

 
(25)  Om mand icke haffuer det 

  if one not has it 
  ‘if one doesn’t have it’       Salomone (1616) 
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General results (cont.) 

Period 4 (1650-1700) 
New texts: Cassuben, Erlandsen, Kaage-Bog, Gamle Kierlingers, 
Brunsmand Bolling 
 

•  Frequency of V-Neg order:  20% (10/50) 
 
(26)  at du kand icke see det Onde.    

  that you can not see the spirit 
  ‘that you cannot see the spirit’    Erlandsen (1666) 

 
(27)  at    vi   kunde ey vende Skibit     imod Vinden 

  that we could  not turn    ship-the against wind-the 
  ‘that we could not turn the ship against the wind’ Bolling (1678) 
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General results (cont.) 

Period 5 (1700-1750) 
Texts: Whitte, Underretning, Holberg 1, Holberg 2, Kort, Holberg 3, 
Falster 

•  Frequency of V-Neg order: 16% (20/129) 
 
(28)  at    jeg kunde ikke marchere     

  that I     could  not   march 
  ‘that I could not march’      Underretning (1728) 

 
(29)  om det ikke vil   hielpe     

 if    it     not   will help 
 ‘if it will not help’       Falster (1730) 
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General results from the new texts 
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Summary of results of new texts 

•  V-Neg order is robust in 14th and 15th century 
•  Earliest signs of variation between V-Neg and Neg-V order come 

from ca. 1400 
•  1500-1750 shows a gradual decline in the frequency of V-Neg order 
•  V-Neg is still possible as late as the middle of the 18th century 
•  Results corroborate findings in Sundquist (2002, 2003) that V-Neg is 

not lost until well into the Early Modern Danish period  
•  New data indicate that V-Neg order does not completely disappear 

until some time after 1750 
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Discussion 

Our two questions: 
 
•  How much of a gap exists between the final loss of rich 

agreement morphology and the final loss of V-to-I in the 
history of Danish? 

    More than 250 years 
 
•  To what extent is the gap problematic for the RAH (weak 

or strong versions)? 
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To what extent is the gap problematic for the RAH (weak 
or strong versions)? 



Paths for reanalysis (K&Z) 

Proposal for explaining retention (or only gradual loss) of 
apparent V-to-I despite the absence of rich morphology: 
learners reanalyse the system 
1.  Some other grammatical element is reanalysed as a 

relevant type of agreement (hence V-to-I is retained) 
 This is what happened in French: subject clitics 
reinterpreted as agreement markers. 
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Paths for reanalysis (K&Z) 

Proposal for explaining retention (or only gradual loss) of 
apparent V-to-I despite the absence of rich morphology: 
learners reanalyse the system 
2.  Sentence-medial adverbs are reanalysed as appearing 

in a very low position (lower than the edge of vP): hence 
V–Adverb order is consistent with lack of V-to-I. 
 This is argued to be what has happened in Regional 
Northern Norwegian and Kronoby Swedish: In both 
cases a finite verb can precede a sentence-medial 
adverb but must follow negation (Bentzen et al 2007) 
… ettersom nån studenta (sannsynligvis) leverte (sannsynligvis) oppgaven 
     since    some student   (probably)   handed.in (probably) assignment.def 
… ettersom nån studenta (ikke)           leverte      (*ikke)              oppgaven 
     since    some student   (not)            handed.in (*not)        assignment.def 
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Paths for reanalysis (K&Z) 

Proposal for explaining retention (or only gradual loss) of 
apparent V-to-I despite the absence of rich morphology: 
learners reanalyse the system 
3.  V-to-I is reanalysed as V-to-C (V2) 

It is argued that this is what happened in Faroese. 
Evidence: higher acceptance of embedded V2 in 
Faroese than in Danish (Heycock et al 2010). 
Næmingarnir noktaðu, at    í fríkorterinum høvdu teir roykt á vesinum 
students.def  denied    that in breaks         had     they smoked in toilets.def 
The students denied that they had smoked in the toilets in the breaks. 

However, note that Icelandic shows the same pattern as 
Faroese—which must therefore be able to develop 
independently of any loss of V-to-I 
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Paths for reanalysis (K&Z) 

Are any of these types of reanalysis available as an 
account for the developments in Danish? 
 
1.  Reanalysis of other elements as agreement markers 
2.  Reanalysis of adverbs as attached lower than vP 
3.  Reanalysis of V-to-I as V-to-C (V2) 
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Reanalysis of adverbs as attached lower than vP 
 Q: How could this be tested? 
 
A: Negation cannot be attached lower than vP (cf 

Regional Northern Norwegian, Kronoby Swedish). 
So we need to separate out the cases in Danish 
where Negation is the element that either 
precedes or follows the verb. If this reanalysis has 
taken place, V–Neg will drop precipitously, while 
V–Adv may be retained. 



V–Neg order in the history of Danish 
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V–Neg order in the history of Danish 
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In fact there does not seem to be any significant 
systematic difference between V–Neg and V–Adv 
throughout the periods studied 

combined data: only V–Neg 
data from Sundquist 2002/3: V–Neg and V–Adv 



Paths for reanalysis (K&Z) 

Are any of these types of reanalysis available as an 
account for the developments in Danish? 
 
1.  Reanalysis of other elements as agreement markers 
2.  Reanalysis of adverbs as attached lower than vP 
3.  Reanalysis of V-to-I as V-to-C (V2) 
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Reanalysis of adverbs as attached lower than vP 
 Reanalysis of V-to-I as V-to-C (V2) 
 
Q: How could this be tested? 
A: V-to-C is only possible in declarative complement 

clauses. So if V–Neg orders are reanalysed by 
learners of Early Modern Danish as resulting from 
V-to-C, the reanalysed V–Neg order should only 
appear in declarative complement clauses 



V–Neg order in non-declaratives in the history of Danish 
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V–Neg order in non-declaratives in the history of Danish 
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No clear tendency for non-declaratives to show lower rate of 
V–Neg than declaratives—except possibly at late stage? (but 
note very low Ns) 

non-declaratives 
declaratives 



Paths for reanalysis (K&Z) 

Are any of these types of reanalysis available as an 
account for the developments in Danish? 
 
1.  Reanalysis of other elements as agreement markers 
2.  Reanalysis of adverbs as attached lower than vP 
3.  Reanalysis of V-to-I as V-to-C (V2) 
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What about morphological changes? 

•  Koeneman & Zeijlstra (2014) propose that morphological 
richness can be defined as follows: 

–  “A language exhibits rich subject agreement if and only if agreement 
involves at least the same featural distinctions as those manifested in 
the smallest (subject) pronoun inventories universally possible.”   

 
–  Furthermore, they assume that richness is based on the richest 

productive paradigm (usually, present tense in most languages) 

–  At what point did “rich agreement” (according to K&Z) in Danish 
disappear?  To what extent do various verb classes reflect rich or 
impoverished morphology? (Heycock et al (2012)? 
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Morphological richness (Koeneman & Zeijlstra 2014) 

Icelandic         Modern Danish 
Inf. seg-ja ‘to say’       Inf. kast-e  ‘to throw’ 
 
PL 
 
 
 
-i  à  [+speaker], [-plural]      -er à [+finite] 
-ir  à  [-speaker], [-plural] 
-jumà  [+speaker], [+plural] 
-ið  à  [-speaker], [+participant],[+plural] 
-já  à  [-participant],[+plural] 
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SG PL 
1st seg-i seg-jum 
2nd seg-ir seg-ið 
3rd seg-ir seg-ja 

SG PL 
1st kast-er kast-er 
2nd kast-er kast-er 
3rd kast-er kast-er 



Old Danish (ca. 1050)       Middle Danish (ca. 1350) 
Inf.  *døm-a ‘to judge’       Inf. døm-a ‘to judge’ 
(Weak Verb)          (Weak Verb) 

PL 
 
 
 
-i  à  [+speaker], [-plural]      -ær à [-plural] 
-ir  à  [-speaker], [-plural]      -æ  à [+plural] 
-um à  [+speaker], [+plural] 
-ið  à  [-speaker], [+participant],[+plural] 
-a  à  [-participant],[+plural] 
 
(*Old Danish forms are reconstructed; cf, Delsing 2002 and Brøndum-Nielsen 1928) 
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SG PL 
1st *døm-i *døm-um 
2nd *døm-ir *døm-ið 
3rd *døm-ir *døm-a 

SG PL 
1st døm-ær døm-æ 
2nd døm-ær døm-æ 
3rd døm-ær døm-æ 



Middle Danish (ca. 1350) Strong Verb Paradigm     
Inf.  bind-a  ‘to tie’    

 
 
 
 
 
-ær à [-plural] 
-æ  à [+plural] 
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SG PL 
1st bind-ær bind-æ 
2nd bind-ær bind-æ 
3rd bind-ær bind-æ 



Middle Danish (ca. 1350) Modal Verb Paradigm    
Inf.  vill-a ‘to want’      

 
 
 

 
 
vil   à  [-plural] 
-t     à  [-speaker], [+participant] [-plural] 
-æ   à  [+plural] 
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SG PL 
1st vil vill-æ 
2nd vil-t vill-æ 
3rd vil vill-æ 



Early Modern Danish (ca. 1550)     
Inf. døm-a  ‘to judge’          Inf  bind-a ‘to tie’ 
(weak verb)            (strong verb) 

 
 
 
 
 
-er  à [-plural]             -er   à [-plural] 
-e  à [+plural]            -e   à  [+plural]  
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SG PL 
1st døm-er døm-e 
2nd døm-er døm-e 
3rd døm-er døm-e 

SG PL 
1st bind-er bind-e 
2nd bind-er bind-e 
3rd bind-er bind-e 



Early Modern Danish (ca. 1550) Modals and vera ‘to be’ 
   

   Inf. vill-a  ‘to want’         Inf. ver-a ‘to be’ 
 
 
 
 

     kand à 
vilà [-plural]            er à [-plural] 
-(t)*à [-speaker],[+participant], [-plural]      està[-speaker] 
-e à [+plural]                [+participant] 

              ereà [+plural] 
*-Ø occurs occasionally instead of -t     
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SG PL 
1st vil vill-e 
2nd vil-(t) vill-e 
3rd vil vill-e 

SG PL 
1st er ere 
2nd est ere 
3rd er ere 



17th & 18th Century Danish Grammarians 

•  Peder Syv 
–  Nogle Betenkninger om det Cimbriske Sprog (1663) 
–  Den Danske Sprog-Kunst (1685) 
 

•  Henrich Gerner 
–  Orthographia Danica (1678) 

 

•  Jens Høysgaard  
–  Methodisk Forsøg til en Fuldstændig Dansk Syntax (1752) 

•  Two topics of some relevance here: 
–  Variation in number agreement (1st, 2nd, 3rd person plural forms) of verbs 
–  Variation in -t ending in 2nd person of modal verbs 
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Plural verb endings in Early Modern Danish 

•  Plural endings are clearly a result of perscriptivism in written 
language: 
 - Syv (1685) presents paradigms for written language with  
  jeg/du/hand elsker  vs. vi / i / de elske ‘love’ (p. 180) 

 
–  But Gerner (1678) points out that the old plural forms were used by  

“vore Forfædre” (our forefathers) (p. 129) in earlier times 

–  Gerner recommends that only singular forms be used in writing to 
reflect speech, suggesting the use of forms like vi elsker ‘we love’, 
and de hører ‘they hear’ (without distinct plural markers): 

“Denne maade følger jeg mesten deelen, men dog icke forkaster 
den anden, thi jeg bruger dennem begge.” (p. 130) 
 
[I follow this way for the most part (with no distinction between 
singular and plural forms), but I do not neglect doing it the other 
way (with plural forms); thus, I use them both] 
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2nd person singular –t with modal verbs  
in Early Modern Danish 

•  Syv (1685) describes modal verbs and the copula vera and provides 
paradigms for both with and without –t in 2nd person present 
singular; some authors use this form, others do not    

•  Høysgaard (1752) points out that this 2nd person, sg. –t ending was 
still common in the spoken Copenhagen dialect as late his time, but 
that it was seen as a sign of the “poverty of the language” (p. 335) 
and should be avoided in writing 
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SG PL 
1st vil vill-e 
2nd vil-(t) vill-e 
3rd vil vill-e 



Summary of morphological changes 

•  In all but the closed class of modals and the copula form vera (‘to 
be’), from some point before 1350 Danish retained only a singular/
plural distinction in verbal paradigms. 

•  17th & 18th century grammarians note the singular/plural distinction, 
but discuss the plural as an archaic form used only in the 
conservative written language 

•  A distinct –t ending for 2nd person singular is retained up to the 18th 
century only for modals in some dialects of the vernacular, and for 
the copula 
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Conclusion 

•  V–Neg orders are attested in Danish at least until the 18th 
century. 

•  200–250 years after “rich agreement” has been lost entirely 
from productive paradigms in the language, V–Neg orders are 
still produced at a rate of 29%–42%. 

•  None of the currently proposed reanalyses of V–Neg order as 
anything other than V-movement (or its equivalent) to a high 
position are consistent with the data. 

•  We conclude that the diachronic syntax of Danish is not 
consistent with the strong form of the RAH. 

•  The data are consistent with the weak form of the RAH, 
although without further hypotheses this weak version does 
not actually predict change 

•  See Sundquist 2003 and Heycock & Wallenberg 2013 for two 
such further hypotheses…  
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